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About This Game

The land is Cursed. Dark horrors have conquered the kingdom of men. Countless brave adventurers have attempted to cleanse
this evil. None have returned...

A nobleman enters the inn seeking adventurers to join him on his holy quest. Once again a small fellowship departs on it's quest
to vanquish the evil that torments the land. Now the fate of the kingdom rests upon the shoulders of one brave party. A heavy

burden weighs upon their souls, for now they have to face the Unforgiving Trials.

STORY

Every 20 years Corruption spreads across the lands inflicting terror and fear in the hearts of villagers. No one knows the reason
for this calamity except the old King who perished when the hordes swarmed the Capital city. Many tried to reach the king in
attempt to gain any knowledge or insight to fight the curse. Yet it all proved futile as no one ever returned to tell the tale. The

story begins in a bustling inn along the road that leads east towards the Capital. A mysterious young lord ventures forth only with
his most trusted guardian and a pouch full of coins. It is up to him to recruit a party of the very best adventurers: knights,

wizards, thieves and oddballs. Recruit whoever it takes to reach the old King and reclaim the lands of man. While your quest
seems straightforward it is certainly not an easy task as vile beasts and threatening monstrosities lurk the realm, ready to strike

you down at the first sign of weakness.
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Embark on an epic adventure to save the lands. Form a party by selecting 4 different adventurers from a pool of over 12 unique
classes. Battle your way through the cursed lands scaling the highest mountains and exploring the darkest dungeons. Face more
than 30 unique challenging bosses in order to reach the capital of the kingdom. Trade and interact with other travelers, influence

their fate and discover many secrets on your dark adventure.

FEATURES

Fast paced Active Turn Battles

More than 12 characters with their unique classes

Customizable leveling system offering different builds and playstyles

Over 200 spells and abilities to master

30+ overpowered bosses

Animal companions

Explorable populated villages with traders and other adventurers

Extremely challenging and strategic encounters

Upcoming content updates with new characters, skills and more

AMATERASU SOFTWARE

We are a team of four video game enthusiasts with a childhood dream of making our own video games witch laid dormant till
now. Every member of our team is a fan of old school JRPG genre. It's our dream to revitalize its turn based battle system witch
is shunned more and more every year in favor of more action oriented combat. For this reason we decided that our first project

will be battle oriented JRPG in order to reignite the passion of old school turn based combat.

We are grateful for all the support and are looking for your feedback on what kind of additional content (classes, spells,
characters) you want us to add in the game.
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The upgrade system in this game has a fantastic amount of depth allowing for so many different types of builds. Going through
a run can be fairly difficult at stages of the game based on what kind of build your going but that just makes it more fun.
Certain builds after about 15 upgrades go from bad to god tier. If you are looking for an arcade shooter to casually play with a
reasonable amount of challenge and plenty of replay ability, Nova Drift's your game. 5 stars.. It seemed like a good idea at first.

But then things turned for the worst.

This product was deemed too fantastic by the public, and the government was forced to shut it down. This game was the only
thing that kept me alive, and they tried to take it away from me.

I've been in hiding for the past two years, and they still haven't found me yet.

I'm at risk right now but I need to warn you

This game is the best game imaginable, and if you are safe from the government please play this game.

Just know that you are at a high risk of being exposed to extremely good media.

You have been warned. My speedrun is 2:12.08
do i get an award?

In all seriousness though, for a one person team this is a pretty good game. The atomosphere is great, and the audio is pretty
good too. Keep up the good work.. I bought this game with some money left over from the Summer Sale and honestly I played
the first 2 levels and this is a time killer. The game has a very odd battle system(for me anyways) that I feel the devs put little
effor in the combat. The story I don't even now what is happening, from what I seen it's that robots go against humans. The
cutseens are just pictures of the devs and just some lines of text in the bottom. I unerstand they might not have a lot of money or
have a big enough of a dev team but they could atleast put some effort to fix bugs and improve the game. 2/10 If you have
money laying around and don't mind bugs or are just bored then buy this other wise stay away from the game. Honestly I am
glad Valve added a refund option due to games like these with little effort.. It's not bad. The puzzles really aren't that difficult.
It's also free. So, that's a plus.. Bought it, installed, but no apparent effect.. Love this game! Challenging but a heap of fun and
excitement and nostalgically brings me back to the retro games I played growing up.. She beautiful! Super awesome!. For a
game that was recently released, it wasn't that bad. A lot of the levels and puzzles are extremly challenging. I was really
impressed with the creativity behind a lot of these puzzles as I struggled to solve a few of them. If you are a puzzle person, this
game is for you as it makes you solve them in a creative way.

The only problem and it's kind of major is the amount of levels it has. It has 20 levels which means that you can finish the
games in around half an hour. Which is an issue

If you want to know more about my opinions about the game click the link below!

Link: https:\/\/mruiz185.wixsite.com\/betrureviews\/single-post\/2018\/04\/03\/Temple-of-Xiala-Reivew. It's like Mariokart
except with cats that are tanks. What's not to love?
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Because of this game, I now love Polka music.

7\/10 would dance to tuba & accordian again

*played on Rift + Touch *  my only complaint is that the FOV is too close so you can't really get a good view of what you're
supposed to be playing, it also needs more songs, and it needs an option to play only the instrument you want versus the default
of playing different ones . The main character said the n-word twice

Definitley worth the two dollars

[spolier](Also the images are decent)[\/spoiler]. Quite simply if you love Pang then your going to love this game. Similar to the
Bug Butcher but with a nice retro twist on the levels from some old school games like Tetris, pac man and adventure island.
Very addictive and with a survival mode thrown in there is always something to come back to once you have finished the
campaign. A nice set of achievements in there too.. Antinomy of Common Flowers (AoCF) is one of my first favorite Touhou
fighting game. I'm not into Touhou fighting games myself, however, this particular installment changed my mind. The music is
highly outstanding, the game play, same as Urban Legend in Limbo, the characters are same as previous Touhou fighting
installments, etc.

As some of you may know, ZUN and other developers used the same assets from Urban Legend in Limbo and its not as
disappointing despite I never played any other Touhou fighting games (aside from Immaterial and Missing Power).

I should of purchased this game a year ago, however, I wasn't interested in that time. Perhaps you can say a year late review.
Very glad Reisen was put in this additionally, so as Yukari.

I highly recommend buying this if you're into either fighting games or Touhou in general. And surprisingly, there's an official
translation by the translators. I don't care about the translation per se, but its great to whom wants to get started.. It sounds like a
Washing Machine, but the model is good, despite the SWT interior.

I think everyone and their dog should get this addon.. The game is great, you wanna use a controller or change the
inputs(if youuse a keyboard) or else you cant play the game, it's alot of buttun smashing and fun. 1000000000\/10
-totallynotIGN. This is one of my favorite games. I love taking shooters stealthily and the Deus Ex series fits just fine.
You can hide behind walls, turn invisible, stab people in the back, then drag them out of sight, OR you can jump in
front of everyone, say, "WASSUP \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ES" and use the Typhoon (it's basically a
360-degree grenade launcher). The story is nice, too. Get the director's cut!
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